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Source: https://www.top500.org/lists/top500/list/2021/06/ based on the Rmax

Use of third-party marks/logos/products is for informational purposes only and no endorsement of or by AMD is intended or implied. GD-83

▪ Powered by AMD EPYC™ CPUs & AMD Instinct™ MI200 GPUs

▪ ~1.5 ExaFLOPS expected

▪ Expected to be more powerful than today’s top 35 fastest supercomputers combined 

▪ Shipment in 2021

▪ Powered by next gen AMD EPYC™ CPUs & next gen AMD Instinct™ GPUs

▪ ~2.0 ExaFLOPS expected

▪ Expected to be more powerful than today’s 118 fastest supercomputers combined 

▪ Shipment in 2023

https://www.top500.org/lists/top500/list/2021/06/
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// allocate the device memory
cudaMalloc(&x_dev, sizeof(*x_d) * count);
cudaMalloc(&y_dev, sizeof(*y_d) * count);

// copy stuff into the device buffers
cudaMemcpyAsync(x_d, x_h, sizeof(*x) * count,

cudaMemcpyHostToDevice, stream);
cudaMemcpyAsync(y_d, y_h, sizeof(*y) * count,

cudaMemcpyHostToDevice, stream);

saxpy<<<gridBlocks,blockThreads,0,stream>>>(n, a, x_d, y_d);

// allocate the device memory
hipMalloc(&x_dev, sizeof(*x_d) * count);
hipMalloc(&y_dev, sizeof(*y_d) * count);

// copy stuff into the device buffers
hipMemcpyAsync(x_d, x_h, sizeof(*x) * count,

hipMemcpyHostToDevice, stream);
hipMemcpyAsync(y_d, y_h, sizeof(*y) * count,

hipMemcpyHostToDevice, stream);

saxpy<<<gridBlocks,blockThreads,0,stream>>>(n, a, x_d, y_d);

__global__
void saxpy(size_t n, float a, float * x, float * y)
{

size_t i = threadIdx.x + blockIdx.x * blockDim.x;
y[i] = a * x[i] + y[i];

}

__global__
void saxpy(size_t n, float a, float * x, float * y)
{

size_t i = threadIdx.x + blockIdx.x * blockDim.x;
y[i] = a * x[i] + y[i];

}

CUDA VECTOR SAXPY FOR GPU HIP VECTOR SAXPY FOR GPU OR CPU
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mathieu.gontier @                   .com
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